The "visual motion estimation" problem concerns the reconstruction of the motion of an object viewed under projection. This paper addresses the feasibility of such a problem when the object is represented as a "rigid" set of point-features in the Euclidean 3D space. We represent rigid motion as a point on the so-called "essential manifold" and show that it is globally observable from perspective projections under some general position conditions. Such conditions hold when the path of the viewer and the visible objects cannot be embedded in a quadric surface of R3.
Introduction
Animals require. the ability to estimate the relative motion between themselves and the environment when facing everyday tasks such as walking, avoiding obstacles, grasping objects. Only recently, however, have dynamic estimation and control techniques given encouraging results for designing automatic systems which mimic such abilities [8, 19,151. If we restrict our attention to motions inside a "static scene", the rigid motion constraint and the perspective projection map define a nonlinear dynamical model. Motion estimation may be formalized in terms of parameter identification and/or state estimation of such a model. Traditionally, the estimation task has been performed using Extended Kalman Filters (EKF) [6, 17, 181. A crucial issue in dynamic estimationlidentification is the observability of the model, or the identifiability of its parameters. We will see that the model which "defines" the visual motion problem for feature points in the Euclidean 3D space is neither linearly observable nor locally weakly observable. It is possible, as we will see, to reduce the set of locally indistinguishable states by imposing metric constraints on the state space; however, the model suffers some structural limitations which make the locallinearization based methods poorly conditioned and not robust enough to be used in real world applications. Rigid motion is indeed globally observable from perspective projections, once the problem is formulated in the appropriate 0-7803-1 968-0/94$4.0001994 IEEE topological space. In this paper we analyze a novel formulation for motion estimation [29] in terms of identification of a nonlinear implicit model with the parameters living on a manifold, called the "essential manifold". Using results from the computational vision literature [lo, 231, we show that this model is globally observable without any Lie differentiation under general position conditions. Such (sufficient) conditions are met when the object and the path of the center of projection cannot be embedded in a quadric surface, and may be verified using a simple rank test. The use of dynamic observers to estimate scene structure andormotion dates back to the eighties [4,11,14,22]. Many current schemes (for instance [l, 22,271) are based upon minor variations of the same model, and none of them addresses the issue of its observability. Our work is somehow complementary to [7, 121, in which the feasibility of structure estimation is assessed. We study instead the problem of motion estimation for unknown structure. Once motion is known, structure is linearly observable from the rigid motion model.
Visual motion estimation: statement and formalization of the problem
Let us now consider a simple paradigm, in which pi E R3 is a salient point in the scene; Xi = [ X , Y, 
f(X,V(t),Q(t)) = Q ( t ) A X + V(t).
If we consider motion between two time instants t and t + T , and the velocity is held constant between the two samples, we have f(X, T ( t , T ) , R(t, T ) ) = R(t, T)X + 
T(t,
7
T(t,T) = 7 ( T , R ( t ) ) V ( t )
In the following we assume a constant sampling rater = 1.
We measure the perspective projection 7~ up to some noise. Because the model described above has no drift dynamics, left-inversiodstate-estimation reduces to a static (instantaneous) procedure and hence it does not exploit the noise rejection properties of dynamic observers. One possible way to proceed, based on the above considerations, is to use "dynamic extension". Instead of considering motion as the input of the system, we consider as input its time derivative, and insert motion into the state dynamics. We arrive to the augmented model:
We denote with f the augmented state vector field of the above model. Since fv and fn are unknown, the visual motion problem may be foxmulated as an ''unknowninput/state estimation" problem. However, one may want to exploit some a priori information about fv, fn, for example a simplified dynamical model when the camera is mounted onto a moving vehicle. In absence of such information, f v and fn may describe a statistical model. The simplest case is fv = fn Cy 0, which corresponds to constant velocity (or ''small acceleration"). A model often used is Brownian motion. A crucial issue in state estimation using observers is, of course, the Observability of the model, which is addressed in the following section.
Perspective local observability of rigid motion
In this section we study the local observability of the model (3). In the case of constant velocity (or small acceleration), the model is not locally observable. However, by enforcing metric constraints on the state space, it is possible to reduce the set of locally indistinguishable states. Some definitions and standard results on local observability may be found in [16].
Linear observability
Consider the l i n e a t i o n of the model (4): define A e, c = q. Suppose for simplicity n = I:
. The observability codistribution is spanned by d 6 = { d h I h E 6). The state manifold is R9, intended as a local coordinatization of SE(3) x R3. The rank of the observability codistribution reaches its maximum of 8 after three levels of Lie differentiation, after which it becomes involutive. The null space of the observability codistribution, in case of non-zero forward translation, is: 
Global scale ambiguity: metric constraints on the state manifold
Consider the solution Xi(t, Xio, V,, Q) of (4) starting from the initial conditions Xio, VO, when the motion is held constant V(t) = Vi-, ; n(t) = a:
where 7 is defined in q. (2). It is easily seen that Xi(t, axio, a&, Ro) = aXi(t, Xi09 Vi-,, Q) for all Xio, VO, a, t, a. Since for perspective projection This one-dimensional unobservable space is very familiar, as we experience that an object translating in front of us produces the same impression of a similar one which is "twice as big, twice as far, and moving twice as fast". However, we may impose norm constraints upon the visible objects or upon the translational velocity in order to get rid of the scale factor ambiguity. 0 The model has the property of being "block diagonal" with respect to the structure, so that the states corresponding to different points are independent.
Therefore, adding more points does not improve the estimate of motion. Indeed, that the more points are visible, the better the perception of motion ought to be proves to be highly intuitive.
Global observability: motion estimation as identification of an implicit dynamical model
In this section we describe an alternative formalization . We show that the model is globally observablehdentifiable with zero level of differentiation for any number of visible points. When more points are available, the redundancy may be exploited in order to reduce the effect of the measurement noise.
The "essential model"
Consider a point in 3D space, with coordinates X;(t) in the viewer's reference. Let X i ( t +~) be the coordinates after a rigid motion of the viewer (T, R), of which (V, Q) are the canonical coordinates [25] as in equations (1)-(2)l.
It is immediatetoseethat X i ( t ) , X i ( t +~) andTarecoplanar,
'Note that T in this section differs from the one defined in the previous
section. Rigid motion is represented here as x(t + T ) = R ( X ( t ) -T).
for consistency with the notation of [ZO].
and hence their triple product is zero. Once expressed in a common reference, for example the viewer's at time t , the coplanarity constraint becomes [20]
XF(t + T)R(T A X i ( t ) ) = 0
V i = l : n .
The same relationship holds for xi(t) and xi (t + T ) , since they represent the projective coordiites of X , ( t ) and Xi(t + 7); T A E so(3) is a skew symmetric matrix. The essential matrices arc points of the space
which has the structure of an algebraic variety in @ [ 101 as well as that of a differentiable manifold [31] (in fact it is exactly the tangent bundle of the rotation group, TSO(3)).
We now show that for a slight modification of , ! ? it is possible to find an explicit local coordinate homeomorphism. Hence E is a topological manifold of class at least CO.
Observability for N 2 8 points
Since the essential constraint is linear in Q, it is possible to write it using the notation x(x,x')Q = 0 where x is a n x 9 matrix and Q is interpreted as a We still have to address the issue of the conditions under which the matrix x has full rank. Furthermore, we need to deal with the case of less than 8 visible points, since it automatically excludes general position conditions. 
Proof:
Let T # 0. Consider the points to be fixed in an interme- 
We may change the variable in this equation to be Q' = RTQRT; since R is invertible, this would not change any of the considerations below. We will therefore assume R = I without loss of generality.
Call < Q >e { Q E R3x3 I (x; -T ) T Q (~r + T ) = 0, 1 5 i 5 n}; < Q > is a vector subspace of R x3, and the fact that there is only one solution is equivalent to saying that the dimension of < Q > is one; indeed, dim( < Q >) is always bigger or equal than one, since it contains the matrix TA, as can.& seen by direct substitution in eq.
(1 1). Suppose that the equation (10) holds for a matrix M, and decompose it in the symmetric and antisymmetric part ~= + ,~= w , t h e n x ;~S X~ -2TTAx: -TTST = 0 1 5 i 5 n.
Consider the set < V >-{z E R3 I xTSx -2TTAz -TTST = 0). This set always contains the two points T and -T, the centers of projection (as a simple computation shows). Suppose there is no (proper) quadric surface containing the points xp; then it must be that V = R3, that means that S = 0 and TTA = 0; this means that M is necessarily a multiple of TA = Q, so we get that dim(< Q >) = 1.
Vice versa, suppose that the symmetric part S of M is nonzero or that T=A # 0; then the set < V > is a quadric surface that contains the points xy (by definition), and it contains the points T and -T, which are the two centers of projection (if the symmetric part S = 0, then the set {z E R3 I TTAz = 0) is a plane, which is in any case a quadric surface).
Conclusions
We have studied the observability of rigid motion under projection. The model which defines the problem for feature points in the Euclidean 3D space lacks local observability. The observable manifold is covered with three levels of Lie differentiation. The problem is indeed observable, once formulated in the appropriate topological space.
We have then studied a formulation of visual motion estimation in terms of identification of an implicit dynamical model with parameters on the essential manifold [29]. The model is globally observablehdentifiable with zero level of bracketing. When more points are available, redundancy may be exploited to reduce the effect of measurement noise.
